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Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 1 (MPSH) - **Level 1**

- **EXIT DOORS**: Various entrances and exits marked around the venue.
- **MAIN ENTRANCE**: Central entrance point.
- **IN1, IN2, IN3, IN4**: Different access points labeled.
- **Area reserved for pavilion**: A section marked with an 'X' for reserved use.
- **Open networking space (cocktail tables)**: Spaces designated for informal gatherings.
- **Booth networking space**: Sections allocated for networking activities.
- **Activity area**: Designated areas for various activities.
- **Interview room**: Private rooms for interviews.
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Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 2 (MPSH) - **Level 2**

- **Photo Booth**
  - Most popular student activity
- **Dress For Success**
  - Most popular student activity
- **Open networking space (cocktail tables)**
- **Activity area**
- **Interview room**
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Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 5 (MPSH) - Level 1
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- Open networking space (cocktail tables)
- Booth networking space
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- Interview room
29 January 2019
Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 6 (MPSH) - **Level 1**

- **Exit Door**
- **Main Entrance**
- **IN1** and **IN2**
- **Open networking space** (cocktail tables)
- **Booth networking space**
- **Activity area**
- **Interview room**

**Areas**
- **Human Library**
- **Hack your video interview**
- **S611 to S628**
- **S629 to S632**
- **601 to 610**
- **629 to 632**
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Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 5 (MPSH) - Level 1
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**Area reserved for pavilion**

**Activity area**

**Interview room**
Multi-Purpose Sports Hall 6 (MPSH) - Level 1
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